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Havells Sylvania's
Focus on excellence

Havells sylvania is a leading full-spectrum provider of 

professional ligHting solutions. Building on a century of 

expertise in lamps and luminaires, we develop state-of-tHe art 

products and systems for puBlic, commercial and private 

sectors worldwide. from fluorescent to cfl, from Halogen to 

Hid and Beyond, Havells sylvania strives to deliver tHe finest 

consulting, products and service availaBle. 

Your global 
partner for 

full spectrum 
lighting 

solutions

With powerful brands like Concord®, Lumiance® and Sylvania®*, we combine outstanding 

design and exemplary energy efficiency with the highest possible standards of lighting quality. 

In terms of reliability, longevity and energy efficiency, LED technology in particular is the key to 

the future – and takes pride of place in our development work.

 

Combining innovative products with inspired solutions, our experts also offer professional 

consulting, fully-fledged planning services and specialist workshops to help lighting 

professionals create unique lighting solutions for positive, energy effiecient work and leisure 

environments.

our attractive product range includes: 

	 Creative spots and downlights in all the latest technologies

	 Wide choice of pendants and ambient luminaires

	 Innovative track and spot combinations

	 Full lamp range 

	 All luminaires available with electronic gear

	 Connector plug systems for fast assembly

* Trademark owner Havells Sylvania Group, except in Australia, Canada, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto Rico and the USA
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from sHopping malls to Boutiques and supermarkets, our 

ligHting experts ligHt all kinds of product and sales zones 

individually and effectively. wHen it comes to sHop ligHting, 

our exceptionally wide range of lamps and luminaires fulfils 

every wisH. flexiBle, elegant ligHting systems, sucH as concord 

decade or versatile, ultra-modern leds, are tHe ideal cHoice in 

tHis sector. 

Make
your

business
 shine

Innovations in Spots and downlights

concord stadium led 
Measuring only 115mm square, its super slim, minimal design incorporates an array of 16 LEDs 

in the spotlight head. The LEDs provide the equivalent lumen output of a 100W low voltage 

spotlight with approximately one third of the total energy consumption. 

concord Beacon
Slim, mininalist design, with cylindrical body in diecast aluminium to enhance interior projects. 

Availavble in white, silver and black for all relevant lamp types and track systems. 

lumiance motto led
Elegant LED downlight range offering a wide choice of different recessed plates and LEDs  

(1W and 3W in warm white, cool white and blue) for modern long-lasting lighting effects.

lumiance instar trend led
3W recessed downlight, ideal for bringing small objects such as jewellery, accessories and 

ceramics to life.

concord decade gimBal
Decade is an innovative concept in recessed 600x600 fluorescents combined with gimbals. 

It offers an eye-catching solution which combines ambient lighting and accent lighting in one 

fixture.
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quality ligHting pays real dividends in tHe workplace:  

it improves motivation, Helps people concentrate and  

in creases productivity all round. witH its Homogeneous  

distriBution, tHe modern officelyte range provides HigHer 

ligHting comfort – and a less stressful work environment.

Visibly 
better 

performance

Innovations in Fluorescent lighting

concord continuum 
Ceiling trim aluminium profile for built in, surface mounting and suspension.  

Overlapping T5 lamps inside the alumi nium profile provide a homo geneous light  

line without “dark interruptions”.

concord kometa 
Circular module combining ambient and 

downlight technologies in a single luminaire 

for maximum flexibility. Independent 

switching and dimming options available.

sylvania equiliBro adjustaBle
The new Equilibro family is supplied with an 

adjustable central louvre component which 

has two different positions, allowing different 

light distribution, depending on the location 

of the central component. The central louvre 

can be easily adjusted before and after 

installation to create flexible office lighting 

solutions.

concord officelyte
Officelyte’s louvre-less solution of light-

transmitting prismatic “wings”, which project 

only 50 mm below the ceiling, yet achieve an 

extra ordinary 30% of task plane illuminance 

on the ceiling and 50% on the walls, offers 

an entirely new tool to help designers provide 

superior lit workspace environments. 
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new tecHnologies, new solutions. leds create attractive 

atmospHeres and exciting colour effects effortlessly –  

and also comBine minimal energy consumption witH long  

product life. no wonder more and more people are replacing 

standard ligHting solutions like downligHts and spots witH 

HigH-performance leds. after all, ligHt is never just functional.

Colour 
your 

world

Innovations in Led and RGB technology

concord kometa 300 rgB
New colour-changing luminaire with 26W 

TC-TE compact fluorescent central downlight. 

Incorporates an array of 90 LEDs for fully 

synchronised scenes and colour-changing 

sequences.

concord decade  

flat panel rgB 
New colour-changing luminaire incorporating 

an array of 96 high-powered LEDs. Adds 

colour-changing atmospheres to any space.

concord cassini rgB
Ideal for adding atmosphere to circulation 

areas, stairs and corridors. The choice of 

colour effects brings walls and ceilings to life.

sylvania syleos 1200 rgB
In-ground orientation lighting for indoors and 

outdoors. Rectangular lighting effects with 

colour control add personality to walls, 

ceilings and balconies. 




